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ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the causa1ity relationship belween expoıt .
expansion and economic growth in TUfkey,using data for the period from 196810 1993.
A great number of emprical studies have shown that expon expansion is,associaıed with
better economic performance in many developing countries. This is used Lo support the
expon-oriented development strategies. Such a broad interpretation is, -however, usually
based on regression analyses which provide no means of determini'ng the direction of
causality. A brief Hterature survey on the relationship between expon growth and
economic growth is carried out and some leading studies on causality testing are
examined. Hsiao version of Granger causality test teehnique isemployed in an emprical
study for Turkey. Althoughthe results seem to give no suppon to the expon-Ied gmwth
hypothesis for Turkey in the framework of causality testing, more caution is needed Lo
interpret them in a conclusiye way, mainly because of shoncr experience of expon
promotion policies in Turkey compared with the many other developing counlries.

ı. Introduction
There has .beencontinuing discussion in the literature about the relationship

between. expon expansion and economic growth for the recent three decades. Aı the
thooreticallevel, there are two diverse positions: The standard neoclassical trade argumenı
postulates that export expansion creates a substantial posilive impact on economic
performance due to better a1locationof resourees. A policy based on expon expansion is
assumed to a1low higher capacity utilization and exploitation of scale economies, thus
causes higher growth rates of outputand employment, and provides more opponunity in
aceruing technological innovations.(l) on the other hand, for Marxist or neo-Marxist
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stances, trade is a kind of mechanism with which industrialized countries exploit the
developing ones.(2)

In spite of the diversity in theoretical positions, emprical studies emerged a
consensus among many development economists that export expansion causes a beuer
economic performance in developing countries. These studies investigated the relation on
eithe:r individual countries with time-series data or some group of developing countries
cross-sectionally. Each study gaye its main importance to the different aspects of the
relationship, such as its relevance to level of economic development, trade orientation or
commodity composition of exports, ete.(3) Though they differed from each other in terms
of the period analysed and the set of developing countries included, their results generally
gave support to the hypothesis that export expansion plays an important role in
economic growth in developing countries. A common feature of the emprical suıdies has
been to investigate the relationship between export growth and economic growth on a
priori grounds that the form er causes the latter.

From the methodological point ofview, these studies may be summarized in three
groups: The first includes the studies employing simple regression models. Emery
(1967), Syron and Walsh (1968), Maizels (1968), Masseli (1972), Michaely (1977),
Oonges and Riedel (1977) all used simple regression methodology in determining the role
of eı(port growth in economic growth. '

The emprical studies in the second group investigated the relationship through the
induced forms of dual-gap and/or Harrod-Oomar models. The leading studies were done by
Voivodas (1973 and 1974), Williamson (1978) and Fajana (1979).

Finally, the third and more commonlyused approach is based on some model s
derived from Cobb-Douglas production function. Studies by Michaloupoulos and lay
(1973), Balassa (1978, 1985), Tyler (1981), Feder (1982), Salvatore (1983), Kavoussi
(1984), Ram (1985 and 1987), Otani and Villanueva (1990) and Sheehey (1990, 1992)
may be quoted here.

2. The Causality Problem

Although almost all of the above studies generally found a strong relationship
between export growth and economic growth and are highly iIluminative for further
studies in respectto the relevance of the relationship to the trade orientation and the level
of economic development as well as the commodity composition of exports, they,
regardless of the methodology employed. have interpreted their results in regression of
output, variables on exports for providing support to export-promotion development'
straıegy. In fact, a unidirectional causality from export expansion to the development of
economic growth were used as credit to the export-led growth strategy. Such an
interpretation should be questionable since those regressions provide no means of
determining the direction of causality. In regression models. export expansion is
considered as regressor while economic growth is laken as regressand. Accordinğly, a
statistically significant coefficient ofexport expansion variable is interpreted in such a
way that export growth causes economic growth. Such an approach suffers from an
important methodological weakness, as one easily suggests that economic growth may
well cause export expansion, instead of vice versa. She can even rationalize her
suggestion as follows: Together with economic growth process, improvements would be
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gained in technology, human and physical capital, technology transfer and production
techniques, aıı.of which determine the causality from economic growth to export growth.
In fact. rapid economic growth, as suggesled by Goldstein and Khan (1982), mıy increase
a country's export capacity. For example, economic growth increases various
infrastructure facilities such as roads, transportalion, and communications, which support
export industries. On the other hand, economic growth mayaıso lead Lo a reduction in
export growth if exportable goods are competitive in the domestic market. Iocreasing
income may raise domesticconsuption, leaving"fewer goods available for exports. Aıı
these considerations raisedthe question of causality direction in the relationship between
export growth and economic growth and caused emprical efforts to be shifled from the
sole regression-based model s to the causality seeking studies.

Being aware of the question, Jung and Marshall (1985)(4) performed causalilyrests
for thirty-seven developing countries by using an approach developed by Granger (1969).
They used different time periods for each country determined by the availabilily of annual
data changing from i950 to i980. Through Granger approach, the output growtb rare is
regressed on a constant. on past values of itself, and on past values of the export growtb
rate. The same treatment is also performed on export growth. This study limited the
length of the lag to two for each right-hand side variable of the equations. Jung and
Marshall concJuded that the causality was detected only in fourieen countries. Export
growth caused economic growth in seven countries, and economic growth crealed export
growth in seven counbies. They suggesled that "this unexpecled result was due Lo data
processing differences as their study was based on time series, but all previous research
used the data processed cross-sectionally".(5) Turkey wasincJuded in this study with data
comprising years from 1953 to 1978 and no causality was deleCted. A weak point in this
study is that their use of the Granger test of causality suffered from arbitrariness in the
choice of lags and the level of significance. To overcome this, Hsiao (1981) suggested
using a combination of Granger causality test with Akaike's Final Prediction Error (FPE)
criterion. He showed that the causality direction was from exports to economic growth
for only four countries.

Another earlier test of causality was done by Chow (1987), based on an approach
developed by Sims (1972). Chow used annual data on exports and manufacturing
production from eight newly industrializing countries (NICs), for the decades of 1960s
and 1970s. He found a strong causal relationship between export growtb and industrial
developmenl. A majority of these countries exhibited bidirectional causalities between the
growth of exports and the development of manufacturing industries. His results may be
considered as supporting export expansion hypothesis.
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the contention that export growth promotes GDP growth. The results of these foor
research are presented in Table 1.

As an example for panel data studies. Ahmad and Kwan (1991) examine the
relati.onship in the African contineotfor 47 countries by using the data for the period
1981-1987. Their causality inferences indicate no causal Iink from exports to economic
growth, or vice versa. They concluded that "current causa1ity tests on the relationship
between exports andeconomic growth suffer from incomplete specification due to
exclusion of variables that are crucial but are omitted".(6) .

SeveraI other studies were carried out either on an individual country framework,
for example. for Taiwan, Japan and USA by Ghartey (1993), for Ghana by Gordon and
Sakyi-Bekoe (l993). for Portugal by Oxley (1993), for South Korea by Suiiman, et al.
{199.3)and Sengupta and Espana (1994) ot on a country group framework as done by
Bahrnani-Oskooee and AIse (1993). These studies exerted mixed results in lesting the
relevant hypothesis.
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Table ı. The Direction or Causality Between Export Growtb and
Economic Growth in Developing Countries

Sıudyby Expon Growıh Ecaıomie Growıh No Causality
Causes e.uses
Economie Growıh Expon Growıh

Juııı and Costa Riea (+)•• tran( +).*. Keny.( +)•• Turkey, Venezuel•• IDdi••
M.nhall Eıypt(+ )••• ThaiJand(+). *. Chile( +)*, philippines, MexilX),Sri
(1985) Ecu.dor (+)••• Ni,eri.( +)*. Peru(+)*•• Lank•• Ponup1, Gurı•••••
(1950-1980) Indonesi.( +)•• , T.ıw.n(+)., Greece(+)* •• Jamaica, Para,uay, ruauay,

Morocco(+) •• , S. Afrie.(. )., Korea(-). Brazil, Argentına, CoIımıbi&,
Tunisia(+)••• Pakistan(-)•• IJraeI (-)•• , Guaıanala, EI Salvııdor,
Isr.eI( -)••• Greece(- Bolivia(•)•• Honduru
).

Chow (1987) Brazil(+) •••• Brazil(+) •• , Korea(+) •••• Argentin.
(1960-1984) Korea(+) •••• Honı Kong(+)•••

Israel(+) •••• Isr.el(+) ••••
Hon Kong (+)••• Singapore(+ )•••
Mexico(+) •••• T.iw.n(+) •••
Singapore( +)••••
T.iw.n( +)•••

Bahmani- Dominiean S. Afrie.( +)••• Korea(+)•• Brazi!, Ecu.dor, Greece, Sri
Oskooee, Rebuplie(+ )•• Niıeria( +)•• Lank.,Honduru,JunU~
et al. (1991) Thail.nd( +)•• Indonesi.( -)•• Mol'OCClO,Tunilia,
(1951-1987) Taiwan(+). Philippines, Guyan.

Indonesi.( +)••
Korea(+).
Paraguay(-) ••
EI Salvador(-).
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Dod.ro
(1993)
(1967-1986)

Bangladesh( +)•••
Uganda( +)••
Indonesia(+ )••••
Malta(+)•• Costa
Rie.( +)•• Israel(+)••
P. New Guinea(+) ••
Syria(-) ••
Eıhiopya( -)•••
Malaysia(-) ••
EI Salvador( -)••

Mali(+)., Ch.d(+) •••
Gu.temala( +)•••
Ghana(+). Lii>eri.(+)•••
Zambia(+) •• P. New
Guinea(+ )••• Guyan.(+) ••
Chilc(+)•••
Niearagua(+) •••• Haiti(+).
Yugoslavi.(+")•• Egypt(-).
Indoncsi.(- )••• Turltcy(-).
Singapore( -)•• Israel( -)••

NepaI, Somalia. Indi&,Fiji.
Burundi, Burltina Fuo,
Malavi. Ruanda, Benin, Sri
Lank•• S. Leone, Toao,
Zaire. Niıer, Morocco,
Pakistan. Tanzani•• Cypruı,
Gambi•• C. Afriean Rep.,
M.d.ı.sear. Suriname,
Mauritani.,~o,J~
Sudan. Keny•• Sene,ai,
Cameroon. Hondural,
Zimbabwe, ThaiJand, BoIivia,
Phillppines. Yanen, Conao.
Niıen., Dostwan.,
Sweziland, Peru, M.urİ1iUl,
Tunisia. CoIumbi•• Ivory
Coasl, P.rap.y, Eaıador,
Dam. Rep., B.rbados. Korea.
Alıeri., Jaınaica, Mexico,
Brazil. Urucuay. Panama, S. .
Afrie., Greece, Mauıibaia.
LesocJıo,Trinidad and
Tobqo,
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3. Testing for Causality: Emprical Study for Turkey, 1968;.1993

The purpose of our emprical study is to test the causal relationship between
economic growth and export growth in Turkey for the period 1968-1993. Turkey
undertook a major liberalization of trade policies in 19805,after a long history of import
subsitution and exchange controls. As noted before, Jung and Marshall found no eausality
for Turkey in their studies. They, however, used the data comprising years between 1958
and 1973.On the other hand, Dodaro found a eausal relation from GDP growtb to export
growth at LO percent significance level with data for the period 1967-1986, as seen from
Table ı.

The first study excludes the years of trade liberalization during which exports
increased to a great extent, or as many claimed, an export boom has been experienced.
The second study covered only the half of 1980s. White Jung and Marshall faund no
causality in any direction, Dodaro detected a causal link in reverse .of the export-Ied
growth hypothesis with a negative sign impIying that GDP growth reduces export
growtb in Turkey. We think that it isworthy to tey another test with a longer period of
timc~(1968-1993) covering the whole experience of trade liberalization until 1993. On
the other hand, the Granger test used by Jung and Marshall suffers from arbitrariness in
the choice of lags while Dodaro's study uses F statistics in choosing the lag lengths. To
overcome this shortcoming we employ Hsioa version of Granger causality based on
Akaike's Final Prediction Ereor (FPE) criterion. We also perform unit roots and
eointegration tesıs in order LO determine the time series properties of the variables.

As commonly used in many other studies, we lake gross domestic product (GDP)
as an indieator of economic performance.Export variable (EXP) is dermed as merchandise
exports. Both series were deflated with implicit GNP deflator and transformed into their
log levels. Data were taken from the series compiled by Turkish Institute of State
Statistics. GDP series are the new ones computed on the basis of the 1987 input-output
table.(7) As an extension to our analysis, we also investigate the relationship between
the growth of manufactured production (MFP) and the growth of total merchandise
exports. The rationale behind this extension is the fact that Turkey has experienced a
remarkable increase in her manufactured exports after i980's. Accordingly, a definite
eausal reIationship from exports to manufactured production may be interpreted as credit
to export-Ied growth strategy in Turkey.

Integration and Cointegration

The time properties of the variables must be examined in rirder to ensure
confidence in eausality. if the variables follow random walks, regressing one variable on
another may result in spurious parameter estimators, being not consistent. These
variables become stationaey when differenced. However, conventional differeneing
approach disregards potentially important equilibrium relationships among the levels of
series to which the hypotheses of economic theory usually apply, as suggested by Engle
and Granger (1987). Accordingly, a non stationary variable set may be treated in levels, Ü
it is cointegrated. Therefore, when the variables are both non. stationaey and are not
cointegrate, differencing would be the only approach LO foııow.
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In detennining whether the variables follow random wa1ks we use a unit roots test
proposed Diekey and Fuller (1979). This teSt is based on the estimation of the following
equatioo in whieh both unrestrieted and resbiered (p = O, p = i) fonns.

Yt - Yt-I = a + pt - (p - i) Yt-l + 'Y~Yt-1 (1)

Whether the restrietions hold is tested by the standard F ratio.(8) The results of unit roots
test are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Tests for Unit Roots of tbe Series

Variable

log (GDP)

log (EXP)

log (MFP)

.Critical F value at 5 % significance level is 7.24'

3.44

1.27

2.53

Standart F ratios show that all variables follow random walıcs sinee the null
hypothesis ean not be rejected at 5 % significanee leveI. Although a unit root has been
eonfinned for the series, the question of eointegration stili remains. In testing for
eointegration, we took two steps. First, we estimate the regression equations for eaeh
underlying relations in their simple linear fonns. Secondly, residuals(eJ obtained from
these regressions were subjected to Diekey-Fuller test again. The results are shown in
Table 3.

Tablo 3. Tests for Cointegration betweeit tbe Series

from the ıegression of

log (GDp) = a + b log (EXP)

log (EXP) = a + b log (GDp)

log (MFD) = a + b log (EXP)

log (EXP) = a + b log (MFD)

.Critical F value at 5 percent sigoifieance is 7.24.

1.67

1.66

1.42

1.47
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As seen, none of the pair of variables are eointegrated according to the F statisties.
As EI conelusion, it is proved that the series follow random walks and are not
eointegrated. Having eharaeterized the trend properties of the data, we can now tum to
eausality testing by taking the first order differenees of the variables.

Procedure for Deteeting Caıısality

According to Granger mean eausality, a time series Xt is Granger-caused by a time
series Ylt if in a regression of Xt on past va1ues of X and Y, the eoeffieicents of the Ys
are significantly different from zero. That is, the variable X is better predicted when past
information of Y is taken into consideration, in addition to past values of X.

Granger eausality running from X to Y is a1so defined in the same way as above.
Therefore, when X eauses Y (X -+ Y) and Y eauses X (Y -+ X) in a bivariate system, we
have a feedbaek (X H Y) relaıion between the variables. The coneept of independence
follows if neither X eauses Y (X -1+ Y) nor Y causes X (Y -1+ X).

For our emprical purposes, we estimate the equation

m n
L1log GDPt = a + Lı aj L1log GDPt_j + Lı Pj L1log EXPt_j+ Ut

j=l j=l

for the hypothesis that export growth eauses econornie growth and

k i
A log EXPt = b + Lı 1]L1log EXPl_j + Lı A,jL1log GDPt_j + Wt

j=l j=l

(2)

(3)

for ~e hypothesis that economic glOwtb causes export growth, where Utand Wı are white
noise error terms(9), and m, n, k, and iare assumed to be finite.

As suggested by Hsiao (1981) a two step procedure is followed in order to ehoose
the optimum lag lengths. We explain the procedure employed by focusing only on eq. 2
as follows:

n
First, we estimate eq. (2) with the restriction that i Pj, using the FPE eriterion,

jel
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where T is the number of observations and m is the order of lags varying from ıLo m.
The specific value of m that minimizes FPE will be the optimum number of lags when
GDP is regressed against its own lags.

In the second step, we estimate eq. (2), now with no restrietion, using the FPE
~~OO, .

where n is the order of lags on EXP.

Then we obtain resticted and unrestricted sums of squared residuals, as SSRR and
SSRU, respectively. By using them, we caIculaıe, Lagrange Multiptier (LM), Likelihood
Ratio (LR) and Wald (w) statistics which are alternative to each other as statistics testing

n
the null hypothesis ..L ~j = O These statistics are calculaled with the foıı~wing formutas.
. J=1

2 2
LM = _T(_<J_R_-<J_U>_

2
<Ju

2
<Jp

LR =Tlog-
2

<JU

2 2
T(<JR - <Ju)

W=---
2

<Ju

where (J2R and <J2u are measured as ML estimator of the variance of disturbance tenns
and calculated as SSRRrr-n and SSRurr-n-m, respectively. The whole procedurc is
repeated for eq. (3) in which ~og (EXP) is dependent variable.

A Box-Pierce Portmanteau Q-statistic is calculaled for each regression to ensure
that errorS are white noise. The results are reported in Table 4. Box-Pierce Qstatistics
show that the hypothesis of no residual autocorrelation can not be rejecled. The signs
indicate the effect of the independent variable on the dependent one.
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Table 4. The Results or Causality Tests

Direction of Box-
Lag Sign LM LR W df. pieıte

Causality Q(3)

Aıog(Exp)~41og(GDP) (3,1) (-) 2.52 3.13 3.37 3 2.45

4l0g(GDP)~Aıog(Exp) (3,1) (-) 6.50. 7.92" 9.53 •• 3 1.69

4l0g(Exp)~Aıog(MFP) (3,2) !-) 4.42 4.94 5.54 3 2.76

4log(MFP)~41og(EXP) (3,1) (-) 7.55. 9.25 •• ıLSo." 3 0.98.

., •. , and ••• x2 values at 10, S, and 1 pereent significance levels are 6,25, 7.81, and
11.34 for dJ. = 3.

As for causality from economic growth to export growth, our study indicates
negatiye causation in both ıog(GDP)~log(EXP) and log(MFP)~log(EXP) relations.
The results are statisticaııy significant at all chosen significance levels. This resulı may
be intrerpreted in such a way that Turkey has not experienced an internally generaled
export growth process. Instead, economic growth has retarded export growth during the
study period. This implies that the demand effects of output growth is sufficient to reduce
the growth of exports. Jung and Marshall explained this rather contradictory result as
fol1ows:

"ReaJ growth that is induced by an exogenous increase in consumer demand that is
heavily coneentrated in exportable and non-traded goods could lead to a decline in exports.
Thus, output growth could cause decreased export growth"(lO).

In fact, economic growth may lead to a reduction in export growth, especially if
exportable goods are competitive in the domestic market. In such a case, increasing
income may raise domestic consumption, thus leaving fewer goods available for exports.

On the other hand, the results exhibit that there is no causality from export
growth to economic growth since the test statistics in this direction are statistical1y
insignificant at all chosen significance levels. This may imply that the hypothesis of
export-Ied growth is notverified for Turkey for the study period, in the context of
Granger mean causality. Significant test statistics showing that export growth retards
economic growth would be attributed to the import substitution strategies with the
comention that such strategies dist0rt the economy because of the underlying prolectiye
measures, then export could increase the extent of such distortions (particularly if the
exports sector itself has benefited from prior prolection), thus retarding or at best not
contributing to economic growth(ll). For such a process, one may suggest that exports
are promoted at the expense of domestic consumption and efficiency.
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4. Concluding Remar~s
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In this study we investigate the relationship between export growth and economic
growth in Turkey for the period from i968 to 1993 by using the Hsiao version of
Granger causality test The results give no support LO the export-Ied growth hypothesis in
Turkey in the context of Granger mean causality. Though this is contrary to the
conventional wisdom, similar results were alsa found by many development economists
for many developing countries as noted in our literature survey. As far as Turkey is
coneemed Dodaro alsa found a negative causality from economic ~wth LO export growth
with the annual data covering the period from 1967 LO 1986.(1 ) Extending the study
period to 1993 and adding a new causal relation concept between exports and
manufactured production in this study does not change the results but strengthen them.

Whether exports are promoted at the expense of domestic consumptian and
effeeicney or eeonomic growth causes reduction in export growth due to deereasing
availability of exportable goods is an issue LO be addressed in further studies.

NOTES

1. For detailed theoretical explanations, see, for example, A. O Krueger, "Trade
Policyasan Input to Development", American Economic Review, 1980, 70 (2), pp.
288-292., and J. Rieçlel, Mylhs and Reality of External Constraints on Development.
Gower, 1987, London. -

2. Sea A. G. Frank, Capitalism and Underdevelopment, in Latin America,
Monthly Review Press, 1967, New York.

3. Among the most prominent studies, we can quote B. Balassa "Exports and
Economie Growth: Furlher Evidenee", Journal of Development Economies, 1978, S, pp.
181-189., and H. W. Singer, and P. Gray "Trade Policyand Growth of Developing
Countries: Some New Data", World Development, 1987, 16 (3), pp. 395-403., for the
level of eeonomie development; R. Ram, "Exports and Economic Growth in Develaping
Countries: Evidenee from Time-Series and Cross-Seetion Data", Economic Development
and Cultural Change, 1987, 36, pp. 51-72, D. Greenaway, and N. Chong-Hyun
"Industrialisation and Macroeeonomic Performance in Developing Countries under
Alternative Trade Strategies", Kyklos, 1988,41 (3), pp. 419~3s., for trade orientatian;
and R. M. Kavoussi, "Export Expansion and Eeonomic Growth: Further Emprical
Evidence", Journalaf Development Eeonomies, 1984, 14, pp. 241-250., for the
eommodity composition of trade.

4. This is known as the pioneering study dealing with the re1ationship between
export growth and econamic growlh in a causality framework.

S. See, Jung and Marshall, p. 10.

6. Ahmad, J. and A. C. C. Kwan, p. 247.

7. New series show substantial differenees from the old ones.
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8. F. is calculated as F = (N-k) (SSRR- SSRU) i q (SSRU) where SSRR and
SSRU are sums of squared residııals in the restricled and unrestricted regressions,
respectively, while N is the number of observations, k is the number of estimated
parameters in the unrestricted regression, and q is the number of parameter restrictions.
This ratio is not distributed as a standart F distribution underthe null hypothesis. Instcad,
the distribution tabulated by Dickey and Fuller must be seen. See, K. S. Pindyck, and D.
L. Rubinfeld, Econometrle Models and Economic Forecasts, 3rd Edition, McGraw Hill,
1991. -

9. It has zero mean and constant variance, and is uncorrelaıed with any other term
in the sequence. ~ is, E(uU = O, E(ut2) = au2 andE(Utut-k>= O, for k ~ O.

10. See, Jung and Marshall, p. 4.

ll. See, Bahmani-Oskooee, et aL.,p. 411-412.

12. See, Dodaro, p. 240.
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